AAQ and SPACE GRANT Questionnaire

Name: ____________________________________________________

Institution: ______________________________________________

Email: __________________________________________________

Please check below:

I have a case study to share with AAQ

I have a tutorial module to share with AAQ

I have a set of “lessons learned” to share with AAQ

I am interested in attending the AAQ Breakout Session (1/2 day)
at Cape Canaveral on March 29 (some travel stipends available)

Below are the main topics of curriculum (in alphabetical order)

Acceptance Data Package          EEE Parts
Calibration                       Electro Static Discharge (ESD)
Cleanliness                       End Item Data Package
Configuration Management         Fasteners
Connectors                        Fiber Optics
Continual Improvement             First Article Inspection
Contract Review                   Flammability
Control of Key Characteristic    FMEA / FMECA
Control of Nonconforming Mat     Fracture Critical
Corrective Action                 Inspection and Test
COTS                              LEAN/Six Sigma
Counterfeit Parts                 Mechanical Parts
Design for Six Sigma              MEMs/MOEMs
Documentation Management          Offgassing
Outgassing                Records Management
Packaging and Delivery  Software Quality
PEMs                    Soldering
Printed Wiring Board    Staking
Process Control         Supplier Auditing
Purchasing Quality Assurance  System Safety
QMS-ISO9000/AS9100      Torquing
Quality Terms and Conditions  Wire, Crimp, Harness
Receiving               Workmanship

Of those listed above, the highest priority should be (circle on the list).

Please add any additional topics under the payload quality umbrella that would help
Space Grant

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Any other comments on or for AAQ

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

http://aaq.auburn.edu